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Marianne Piketty founded Le Concert Idéal with one idea in mind : to offer musicians
from so diverse and multiple horizons a space of creative freedom which produces
innovative and original creations.

A strong ambition that the violinist defends by creating bridges between different
works, artists and eras, seeking to overcome the constraints of time and space to
focus on interpretation, sensations, feelings, experience... In short, about music and
what makes it's beauty : emotion.
Since its creation, Le Concert Idéal has been making bold bets, mixing tango and
Vivaldi, making Locatelli and Nante resonate, combining the emblematic figure of the
past, Hildegarde de Bingen, with Philippe Hersant, composer who forges the future.

The ensemble's first recording released in April 2016 by Harmonia Mundi, Little Village,
received the Coup de Coeur from the Charles Cros Academy. In 2019, the Concert
Idéal released its second album, Fil d'Ariane, on Evidence Classics. L'Heure Bleue, the
third disc of the Concert Idéal will be released in April 2020.
Today, the ensemble embarks on the adventure of a new creation: Vivaldi, the golden
age.

LE CONCERT IDÉAL
From Bach to Piazzolla, from baroque
reduction to contemporary creation, the
violinist Marianne Piketty has
developed a career dynamic and
varied : professor at the CNSM in Lyon,
her performances as a soloist, in
recital, director of an ensemble, and
with numerous chamber music projects.
Graduated from the CNSM in Paris and
the Juilliard School in New York, she is
one of the heirs to the classical violin
tradition thanks to her training with
great masters such as Itzhak Perlman or
Yehudi Menuhin.



AIn the golden age of Italian music, during the Baroque era, Venice shone brightly and
the artistic profusion that reigned there still is celebrated today.

Relying on numerous unpublished documents, Marianne Piketty and the Concert Idéal
embark on the adventure of a journey to the heart of this Venetian school, where so
many musical currents, sometimes antagonistic or anachronistic, have come together,
and have allowed new daring to germinate without tension.

From virtuoso fevers of Vivaldi to the solemnity of Ziani, from the affects of Strozzi to
the dances of Turini, saluting the majestic impulse of Gallo (whose music served as the
basis for Stravinsky's Pulcinella) are brought together by Marianne Piketty in an intense
synergy. Le Concert Idéal thus lifts the veil on an area where reason often gives way to
the senses and the force of the imagination.With a setting in space and in movement
imagined by the choreographer Olivier Fourés, musicologist and specialist of Vivaldi, Le
Concert Idéal celebrates the Venetian school with rare works, some unpublished, for a
vibrant tribute to the sound mosaic of the Italian city. :

The staging, costumes and lights of the show “Vivaldi, the golden age” are based on the
characteristics of Baroque Venice. A floating culture that is more sensual than rational, more
initiated than educated, the theater of an infinity of expressions, popular, learned,
traditional or avant-garde, not only exalting their differences but also seeking to relate and
mix them. . We think of the Venetian academies where all the artistic bodies played to defend
the whole and its opposite, of the carnival and its masks which carried the theater in the
agora, of the color/shadow duality of the painters, and of the musical expression that was to
be illuminate for nearly 200 years, with its theaters, temples, canals and palaces, Western
expression. The elements of the staging are as much conceptual (chiaroscuro, reflection,
ambiguity of identity, anachronisms, collective dynamism) as the reflection of specific
traditions and ceremonies such as polychorality (spatial division of the orchestra, with
possibility of hiding musicians) or the choreographed entrances of orphan orchestras in the
hospices. Each positioning of the musicians is thought out in such a way as to enhance a
society more than a homogeneous body.

Olivier Fourés

"When I search for a word to designate music, 
Venice always comes to my mind."

Ecce Homo, Friedrich Nietzsche
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MUSICAL PROGRAM
 

Antonio Vivaldi :  Sinfonia "la Verità in Cimento” in G Major, RV 739 (original version,
unpublished)

 
Claudio Monteverdi : Basso di Ciaccona, Incoronazione di Poppea I, 6 (unpublished)

 
Barbara Strozzi : Lacrima mie (unpublished)

 
Francesco Turini : Sonata "Il Corisino" (unpublished)

 
Antonio Vivaldi : Concerto for Violin in B minor RV 390 (original version, unpublished)

 
Antonio Vivaldi : Sonata a Quattro "al santo sepolcro" in E flat, RV 130

 
Tomaso Albinoni : Sinfonia in G minor Si7

 
Antonio Vivaldi : Concerto for Violin and Cello "per Chiaretta e Teresa", RV 814  (unpublished)

 
Marc'Antonio Ziani : Sinfonia in C minor "Del sepolcro"

 
Domenico Gallo : Sonata n°2 Allegro non molto

 
Antonio Vivaldi : Grave RV 562

 
Antonio Vivaldi : Concerto for 4 Violins in B flat major RV 553

 
Antonio Vivaldi : Concerto for strings in G minor RV 157 Final

On stage :
1 Violon director

3 Violins
1 Alto
1 Cello
1 Bass

1 Theorbe
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School performances. Le Concert
Idéal adapts its shows to 45 ’formats
to reach children from kindergarten to
middle school. Since its creation, the
ensemble has reached more than
8,000 children through its actions.
The discovery of Venice by 8
musicians during a rehearsal
commented the artists.
Le Concert Idéal takes you behind the
scenes of a recording or a day's work
with the stage director.

Sharing and outreach

Professor at the CNSM in Lyon, Marianne Piketty is attached to transmission and has
gathered around her musicians who share the same values. This is why Le Concert Idéal
offers partnerships with Conservatories and Music Schools in the form of master classes
for students from the Strings departments. The end of each teaching cycle is marked by a
public restitution where students, teachers and musicians of the Ideal Concert share the
stage during a concert.

This project was created in partnership with the CRD de Bourges in 2018 with a
performance on the stage of the Maison de la Culture de Bourges. A similar project
around Impressions Vénitiennes will be launched with the CRR de Tours in 2022.

A musical journey through an unusual duo Violin-Viola or Violin-Théorbe, in order to
immerse oneself in Italian music of the 17th and 18th centuries (Bonporti, Vivaldi,
Strozzi, Albinoni, Dall’abaco).
Concerts of Venetian Impressions adapted for audiences in hospitals and clinics.

With the desire to share the passion for classical music, the musicians of the
Concert Idéal offer a large and diversified panel of educational actions.

Le Concert Idéal offers many cycles of workshops around its various programs in order to
offer listening keys to audiences far from classical music :



Photos credit for the performance "Impressions
Vénitiennes" : ®Sandy Korzekwa

https://youtu.be/wSh2lB34OBY


« A musical effusion,
where the dazed souls of

Vivaldi and Piazzolla
crackle as if by the
fireside… superbly
interpreted… We
discovered with

amazement the potential
of these musicians.»

“A pure treat. The
intensity never
decreases... "

« L'Heure Bleue
represents that moment

when time, like the music
of this incredible

ensemble, seems to stop,
to freeze in a kind of

grace.»

 «The fluidity with which
the performers unfold
this" breadcrumb "is

astounding. » 

« Musicians don't just be
performers, they live their

show with body and
soul.» 

About us

« Le Concert Idéal gives
to see and hear classical

music differently.. » 

 5 stars ***** : 
« Marianne Piketty's

expressive palette makes
this "Blue Hour" an

interior journey of great
density » 

« In Hartmann's Concerto
funèbre, Marianne

Piketty is irresistible. »

Vivaldi - Piazzolla,
Saisons : d'un rivage à l'autre

L'Heure Bleue Fil d'Ariane

« This is an album of
joyful synthesis and
occasional genius, a

thoughtful experiment in
threading together the

old and the new»

« The compositions of
Hildegarde Von Bingen
were masterfully served
by the instrumentalists. »

« At the head of her
ensemble, the aptly

named Concert Ideal,
Marianne Piketty artfully

unrolls the ball of
violinistic threads in a

labyrinth from which, like
us, she does not seem to

want to leave. »



CONTACTS:
Administration
Agathe Petex

 + 33 6 23 69 65 68
administration@leconcertideal.com

www.leconcertideal.com
 

Touring Organisation
Catherine Lafont

+ 33 6 67 33 26 59
catherine.lafont@leconcertideal.com 


